
 

Birthing & Monetizing Your Gifts  
through Sexual Sovereignty 

- CYCLE 1: VISIONS & DREAMS, PART II - 
Monetizing with the sacred Dreamer 

 
 

 

 

Reflect and receive with the New Moon and your Sacred Dreamer time. As you continue to dream into                  

your sacred why and unique gifts, you are invited to tune into another layer of this process and reflect on                    

who you are here to serve: your divine client. 

 

The deeper you go with revealing your sacred why and the gifts you are here to bring, the more clarity                    

you will gain on who your divine clients are and how to live from a place of devotion.  

 
 

 



 

Your Divine Clients  
 
Your Divine client is a person whom you have a soul contract to serve. As the                

Sacred Dreamer, reflect and dream into who you are called to serve at this time. Tune into the qualities,                   

characteristics, and energetic frequency of your divine clients. The clearer you are in who you are here                 

to serve and the unique gifts you carry, the easier it is to discern when a client is divinely aligned. 

 

Your divine clients recognize the value of your gifts. The more you deepen your              

relationship to yourself and your innate value, the more you will match your clients' energetic               

frequency, magnetically attracting those who are ready to invest in themselves through working with              

you. 

  

You are the key to the transformation that your divine clients desire. 

 

I believe your soul will recognize a divine client when you connect and             
speak with them. I usually feel my heart expanding and tingles in my body. When meeting a divine                  

client, I am aware that our connection and agreement goes beyond what we can both see or know. I                   

believe our souls have made an agreement before birth to evolve together; I call this the Soul Contract.                  

Our various Soul Contracts have their own divine timing, much like all of life’s happenings. I’ve had many                  

clients share with me that they had already been following my work for years and always knew they                  

wanted to work with me, but they were not ready until NOW to say YES to Temple Body Arts.  

 

Trust in the divine timing and focus on creating authentic personal connections with the              

potential divine clients you feel drawn to work with. As you build your platform and offer value and your                   

gifts for free at first, you create a relationship of safety, authenticity, and love which helps form a bridge                   

from where you are now to your divine clients. Through this process and the connections you nurture,                 

you create the space for the currency of money and opportunity to flow back to you.  

 

Connection = Currency 

 
As I was preparing to lead the first Temple Body Initiation, I would meditate on               

calling in my divine clients. As I meditated on my clients one day, I received a mudra mantra to                   

magnetically attract them. 

 

“I magnetically attract all the women who are ready to say YES and invest in their Temple Bodies.”  

 

As I spoke these words, I could feel my energy matching the energetic frequency of my divine clients. 
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Aligning your electromagnetic frequency with the clients you are calling          

in is just as important as the practical online funnels you build online. 

Discovering Your Divine Clients  
 

 
 
 

Listen to the Divine Client Visualization and journal afterward. Tune into your heart and how it feels to be                   

in the presence of your divine clients doing the work you were born to share.  
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Let yourself continue to dream as you do this process below, even if knowing who you are here to serve                    

feels like a distant reality, just let yourself imagine and dream. This process is an evolution, trust the                  

clarity will come with time.  

What are the elements and qualities of your divine client? Who are they? Consider              

demographics such as gender, identity, sexual orientation, age, life stage, ethnicity, education,            

relationship status, family, special needs/ disabilities, level of accessibility, income, profession, political,            

religious and spiritual orientation, nationalities, lifestyle, and more.  
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

What do your divine clients long for? What are they passionate about? What is their level of experience 

i.e. beginner or advanced? What is their level of commitment?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Why do your divine clients come to you? How do they relate to your story, your experience, and your                   

offering? What are the common challenges they experience? What do they struggle with? What              

problem do they want to be solved? What transformation will you provide for them? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

If you haven’t worked with a divine client yet, reflect on your life experiences and where you have felt                   

most equipped to serve and support others. When friends/family/people reach out to you for support,               

what do they want your help with? Where have you felt confident and energized in being of service?                  

What skills and expertise do you want to develop further?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Discovering Your Divine Clients  
 

 

Imagine one of your clients has written you a letter thanking you for the transformation you’ve provided                 

for them. What does it say? What success are they experiencing in their lives as a result of working with                    

you? If you already work with your divine clients, gather a letter or words of praise you have received                   

from them, or perhaps reach out to a client or even friend who has received your gifts and ask them to                     

write a reflection of how your support has changed their life.  

Reach out to the sisterhood in this process too, perhaps you can swap sessions with one another in                  

exchange for testimonials! 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Discovering Your Path Of Service: A Letter Of Devotion  
 

Write a Letter of Devotion to the Great Mother/Divine Creative Spirit. Allow            

this process to align you with your soul’s purpose and Sacred Why. Dance or meditate before writing                 

this letter, let the words flow from a place of embodiment, gratitude, and connection to your essence.                 

Ask yourself how you are being called to show up and be of service to something beyond yourself. How                   

do you vow or promise to live your life as a vessel of love and living prayer of gratitude? See my letter as                       

an example below.  

 
 April 24th, 2018 

Great Mother 

I honor you 

Thank you for your protection and grace. 

I love you 

Thank you for holding me through all of my initiations. 

I feel your love 

I bow to you 

And I promise to walk in service to you, to protect you 

to teach others the beauty way 

of grace and love. 

 

Thank you for guiding me to this moment 

For giving me the strength to say YES to life and my mission. 

I see you, Great Mother 

In all your faces 

I love you. 

I promise to commit to always walking in integrity  

and being a divine embodiment of love for all 

to remember their essence. 

 

Great mother, if it is in the highest alignment with my purpose on this earth at this time to carry a child and give 

birth, I offer my temple womb for your creation. 

And I surrender my desire with trust that I will be shown with time my greatest destiny. 

 

Great Mother, please bring forth the allies and tribe to bring the rites of passage through into being so that we can 

birth a new paradigm through the daughters of this Earth. 

 

I bow humbly to your presence in my life and thank you for your love. 
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I offer my Temple Body as a vessel for your love. 

 

Your daughter, 

Sofiah Katherine Thom 

Daughter of Alicia Thom, granddaughter of Maria Gibbs and Diana Malim Thom. 

Great-granddaughter of Anne and Great-great-granddaughter of Florence. 
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